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Motivation　and　communities　of　practice
　　in　foreign　language　writing　contexts
David　Kennedy
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Abstract
　　　　This　paper　examines　the　issue　of　motivation　and　lallguage　sociaIization
hl　FL　writing　colltexts（e．g．　Japanese　universities）．　After　describing　probable
reasons　for　a　pauc柱y　of　studies　ln　this　area．　the　author　Proposes　a　theoi’etical
framework　for　pedagogy　and　I4esearch．　This　framework　draws　upon　two
developments　within　a　quickly　blossoming‘‘s．　ocial　turバill　SLA．　Discu∬ed
first　are　socio－dynamic　models　of　motivation　tha日1ave　reconceptualized　the
notion　of　integrativeness－acentral　construct　in　the　previously　dominant　socio－
educational　nlodel　of　L2　motivatiol1－and　thereby　the　roles　of　iden白ty　and
community　ill　fosterhlg　motivation．　Also　explored　are　two　inf］uential　s．　ocial
theories　of　learnil19：soc▲o－cultural　theory　and　situated　learning　theory．　both
of　which　provide　a　rationale　for　encoul’aging　the　purposeful　agency　of　FL
writel『s　within　commul川ies　of　practice．　The　paper　concludes　with　some　general
implications　for　FL　writing　pedagogy　and　suggestions　for　fUture　I’esearch．
1Terminology　and　context：L2，　SL，　and　FL
　　　　At　the　outset　I　should　clarify　IllY　usage　of　three　fundamelltal　terms　that
will　recur　tllrollghouuhis　paper：L2，∫ムand　FL．　I　do　so　not　only　because　the
wide　variety　of　leamillg　environments　has　made　consistent　definition　of　these
terms　problema．tlc、　but　also　because　for　my　purposes　the　distinction　between　the
latter　two　is　crucial　in　working　toward　a　fuller　understanding　of　the　dynamics　of
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icien（ity、　colllmunity、　and　socialization　ill　foreign　language　wl’itin9．
　　　　To　Shmplify．　l　will　use　Z2（second　language）to　refeI’to　ally　language　that
has　TIOt　been　the　prilnary｜11edium　of　daily・comnlullicatioll　ill　all　jndividual’s
native　culture、　one　that　is　learned　after　that　person－s　Ilative　ltinguage．　and　one
thaいs　genera11y　leamed　im’espo｜コse　to　educationaL（）ccupationaL　sociaL　ol’
political　need．　wherever　that　I．uay　be．
　　　　Coi．ltained　withill　a　gelleral　L21eamhlg　envirollment　are　two　specific
po・ssibilities（though　again　for　practical　purposes　I　simplifyり．　SL（confusingly
also　second　language）will　here　describe　a　Ianguage　leamed　within　a　target
la119uage　community　by　a　non－native　resident、　often　for　the　purposes　of
integration．　such　as　immigration、　study，　or　work．　An　SL　is　a　dom▲nant　Ianguage
in　a　community．　In　contrast，　a　FL（foreign　language）environmem　is　marked
by　its　relative　distance　from　a　clearly　identifiable　target　language　coMMullity．
Aforeign　lallguage　is　not　a　dominant　community　language：it　can　therefore
characterize　the　English　as　leamed　by　the　vast　ma．iority　of　Japanese，　including
our　owll　university　students　here　in　Japan．
　　　　Again．　at　the　risk　ot’　generalizing　or　dichotomizing　the　enormous　range
of　learnillg　envjronments、　I　address　these　basic　distinctions　to　elnphasize　the
often　understated　impact　of　context　and　socialization　in　language　learning，
particularly　ill　L2　writing．　The　focus　of　thls　paper、　then．　is　the　nature　of
ITIOt．iVatiOll　in．ψノ’ei，g）flん〃～9～グ傑6（FL）wriring　contexts．
2The　scarcity　of　research　in　FL　writing　motivation
　　　　The　impetus　fbr　this　paper　sprillgs　fronl　a　lacuna　of　motiva目on　research
ill　FL　writillg　colltexts，　First　of　all，　research　in　L2　writing　itself　has　focused
　　　　　　　　　　v　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　」
l　For　exalnple、　here　I　ignore　a　third　and　very　common　possibiliry．　a／leノ・ir〈～gρ／〔〃1，g・u〔1．？〈’
　（HL）、　fo　1・the　reason　thaE　it　is　marghlal　in　lhe　fleld　ofL2　writing．
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predominantly　oll　SL　contexts　rather　than　FL　ones．This　has　mostly　been　due
to　clear　and　immediate　need：SL　writing　studies　overwhelmillgly　revolve
around　llol］－native　students　il］Western　academic　institutioIls．　These　students
are　expected　to　quickiy　demonstrate　the　writing　sk川s　Ihey　need　for　acceptable
parliCiPEItiOll　il］surrounding　academic　commun▲ties．　Although　illtel’est　in　FL
writillg　has　lncreased　great）y　in　the　past　decade（Ortega、2009a），　tlle　need　for
competence　in　English－bnguage　academic　achievement　and　publication　has
heゆed　to　nlajlltaill　a　doniinant　SLfocus　in　L2　writing　research．
　　　　At　the　same　time、　L2　motivation　research　has　tended　to　favor　oral
commullication　over　wrltten　communication．　Even　ill　the　large　number　of
motivation　9．　tudies　that　llave　evaded　all　explicit　skii1　focus｛treatin91anguage　as
apackaged　commodity）、　there　is　often　an　ullxN・rittell　assumption　that　learning
alanguage　is　g．　ynonymous　with　leaming　ho、v　to　conduct　spoken　discoしぼse．
Tllis　may　ref］ecl　all　anciellt　Westem　cultural　bias　of　”phonocentrisnゴ（．Derrida、
1976）in　which　speech　is　presumed　more　direct　acce∬to　the　L’logos”（truth）of
meaning　and　representation，　and　ill　which　writing　is　secondary，　an　‘‘intelpreter”
of　speech．　Or　more　specifical亘y　in　the　discipline　of　language　teachiiisT，　I　suspect
that　this　is　partly　a　subconscious　but　influential　remn三111t　of　audiolinguaiism，
where　writing　was　considered　a　prop　to　suppor口he　h▲storical　and　behavioral
antecedence　of　talk．　More　specifically　ye1、　I　would　argue　that　because　of　the
residual　effects　of　the　primacy　of　socio－educationa▲models　during　the　first　four
decades　of　motivation　research（which　I　will　discuss　latei’），　there　has　Eong　been
an　implicit　bias　toward　proximal　social　integratlon（Le．　within　SL　contexts）and
therefore　toward　the　more　immediateiy　apparent　role　of　spoken　communication
in　such　clearly　recognizable　migrations．
　　　　As　a　result，　research　on　motivation　ill　FL　wl’itillg　contexts　is　virtuaily　non－
existent（see　Sasaki，2009）」contend　that　this　oversight　which　has　suppressed
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investigatioll　of　FL　writing　motivation　is　of　the　same　quality　tllat　has　bhnded
much　of　L2　wnting　pedagogy　to　issues　of　language　socia］ization－particularly
issues　of　identity、　purpose、　audience、　aIld　comn〕unity－and　to　the　potential　role
social　context　plays　ill　the　motivation　of　FL　writers．　In　short　how　do　FL　writers
pulposefully　engage　tlleir　idelltities　within　communities　located　ill　contexts　far
removed　from　a　clearly　identifjable　targ．et　language　enviroimient？Aiid　in　what
nlallner　does　that　influence　motivation？In　the　followillg　sectioll，　I　will　propose
atheoretical　framework　that　may　provide　all　jnitial　guide　toward　tackling　these
questiolls　alld　widell　the　pedagogical　and　research　possibilities　in　FL　wl’itillg
monvatlon，
3Afmmework　fbr　pedagogy　and　research
　　　　Anew　framework　for　illvestigating　motivation　in　FL　writing　contexts　is
afbrded　by　what　has　beell　te㎝ed　aいsocial　tums’（Block，2003）in　the　second
lallguage　acquisitiol〕（SLA）field　that　has　over　the　past　l5　years　challenged
the　longstandillg　dominance　of　cognltive　paradlgms　and　metaphors（e．g．　the
‘’ Pearner－as－computer”）in　researching　and　collceptualizing　lallguage　leanling．
This　current　movement　includes（among　others）socio－cultural　theory，
conlplexity　theory、　identity　apProaches、　language　socialization　apProaches、　and
socio－cognitive　approaches．　All　of　these　paradigms　situate　leamers’cognitive
processes　withUl　social　and　historical　contexts，　and　thereby　examine】anguage
learmng　as　a　complex，　dyllamic、　emergent、　and　often　non－linear　system
based　on　interaction　between　individuals　and　their　ellvironmenUD6rnyei＆
Ushioda，2011；Larse11－Freeman．20021　Norton．2000）、　evolvillg　not　along　one
developmental　trajectory　but　across　multiple　tirnescales（Lemke、2（）02）．　Such
ashift　will　potentiall》・awaken　the　neglected　study　of　FL　writing　motivation
with　questions　about　the　illterplay　of　self　and　commullity　ill　wl〕tten　discourse．
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While　perllaps　collfounding　guant’itatii，’e、　cro∬－seαional　research　methods　that
gelleralize　or　tン「pify　language　learne；’s　and　leanlil19、　a　fl’an〕ework　based　on　a
more　socio－dynamic（or　eco－sociaD　pel’spective　w川r｛ghtly　tu11コthe　focus　ill　FL
wr▲ting　and　motivation　toward　issues　of　the　individual　writeピs　unique　identity、
pulpose．　agency，　alld　parricipation　that　emerge　aIld　de、℃lop　within　communiTies
aCross臼me．
　　　　Iwill　now　iook　at　two　particularly　relevant　areas　of　research　included
ill　thls　social　tur11－two　illlpOrtallt　developments　that　i“N．・’ili　hopefully　redefine
and　redirect　FL　writing　pe（iagogy　and　research．　They　are　D　a　shift　in
conceptualizatiolls　of　motivation　ill　lallguage　learnin9．　and　2）the　relevance
of　cu1丁ent　language　socialization　theories（or　social　theories　of　learlliI19）for
application　to　FL　writmg，　TOgether　these　theories　higllhght　the　importance　of
identity，　commしmity，　and　participation　to　FL　writillg．　and　to　the　motivation　of
the　individuals　who　engage　ill　it．
4Conceptualizations　of　motivation　in　language　learnil19
　　　　Corder　famously　stated　in　l967　that’lgiven　motivation，　it　is　inevitable　that
ahumall　beillg　wi田eam　a　second　language　if　he　is　exposed　to　the　lallguage
data「「（p．164）．　Regardless　of　the　strict　cognitlvist’“learner－as－computer’「bias
within　this　assertion．　it　nonetheless　I“iIlgs　as　experientjally　true　now　as　then．
Conation　is　es．　sential：that　language　leaniers　rise　a…ld　faH　oll　their　owll　purposes、
deteiininations．　and　commitments　is　generally　taken　fQl’granted　by　anyone　who
has　leamed　or　taught　a　second　or　foreigll　lallguage．　The　difficulty　has　been　ill
how　to　identify　and　measure　the　psychological　and　social　dynamics　of　what
creates　and　what　sustains　motivation　ill　language　leaming，　in　rhe　hope　that
印resulnably）some　set　of　appropriate　stimuli　or　illtel’ventions　might　be　offered
aS　correction．
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　　　　The　problematic　endeavor　of　collceptualizing　and　IIIeasuring　sonlethil19
as　subjective〈tnd　unstable　as　L2　motivatioll　has　resulted　in　a　complicated　and
sprawling　research　history、　which　st三1rted　in　the　late　l950s．　Since　the　focus　of
this　paper　is　motivation　in　FL　writing（as　opposed　to　SL　writing）□will　brieffiy
outline　the　evolution　of　one　of　the　nlost　extensively　investigated　constl’ucts　in
L2　motivation、　ii～～（・gノ’（’ltil’ei～e，ss、　and　how　it　has　beell　transfornied　hlto　a　more
dynamic　variable　that　call　be　applied　more　meallingfully　to　a　wider　range　of
personal　contexts．
4，1　The　socio－educational〃iodel　and　in’egrativene∬
　　　　The　earlies　t　and　long　most　influential　research　in　L2　motivation　was
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＞
conducted　by　Robert　Gardner　and　his　assoclates，　developing　into　what　came
to　be　termed　a　so（．’io－educatioノ？al　model　of　language　learning　With　a　focus
on　immersion　programs　ill　Canada．　a　central　tlleme　in　these　studies　was
～ノ～tegratil’‘・〃〈・∫∫（Gardner＆Lambert，1959；1972：Gardner，2001），　Gardner
（200D　defilled　this　as　a　L’motivational　substrate＾‘（or“antecedenゴ’），　an　attitude
tllat　precedes　motivat▲on　itself　and　is　marked　bプ‘a　genuine　interest　in　learning
the　second　language　ill　order　to　come　closer　to　tlle　other　language　coMMullitジ
（P5）．　This　perspective　led　researchers　to　inves　tigate　possible　correlations
between　a）learners　who　set　out　with　a　higher　intensity　of　assimilative
motivation　and　b）sub9．　equent　success　in　their　endeavors，
　　　　For　Gardner　and　hig　associates　the’‘other　language　community“for
the　subjects　was　usually　clearly　identifiable：neighboring　French　or　English
speaking　comInunities　ill　Quebec　or　Ontario．　The　results，　furthermore，　could　be
conveniently　gauged　within　the　immediate　and　relatively　closed　and　delineated
borders　of　an　immersion　program．　Therefore．　because　of　the　SL　f（）cus　of　these
studies，　they　were　taken　to　be　applicable　to　other　contexts　where　learners‘
integrative　motivationa］antecedents　could　be　directed　toward　proximal，
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tangible，　and　in．｜nlediate　lallgllage　communjties，　part▲cularly　in　inlllligrallt　or
study－abroad　settings．
　　　　　In　short．　integrativeness　remained　the　nlost　significant　paradigm　ill　L2
motivation　research　until　the　mid－1990s、　when　it　s　tarted　to　wither田1der　harsh
criticisnl，　Altllough　the　framing　of　integrahveness　in　socio－educational　nlodels
underwent　considerable　revisioIl　over　tile　years，　it　was　often　misunderstood　by
｛ts　cTitics　and　the　collSt111Ct　as　such　has　been　all　but　abandoned　by　L2　motivation
scholars（D6rnyei，2005．｝．　Notwithstanding　unfai．r　dismissals　of　the　socio－
educational　nlodel　in　i〔s　elltirety．　there　are　indeed　fundamental　problems　with　its
central　notion　of　integrativeness，
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　L
　　　　The　most　significam　criticism　llas　been　that　the　traditionally　nan・ow　focus
on　identification　with　L2　communities　and　their　cultures　does　not　make　sense
in　many　FL　contexts．　As　D6myei（2009）points　out，　leamers　in　places　affording
little　or　no　physical　contact　with　members　of　the　ta1’get　language　commu1山y（e．g．
Japan）cannot　count　this　type　of　integrati．veness　as　a　motivational　antecedent，
The　emphasis　by　Gardner　and　his　associates　in　measuring　the　qt‘ωπめパor
“intensity令〉）of　illtegrative　orientations　ultimately　failed　to　sufficiently　address
how　the　g↓‘α1的of　integrativeness　differs　within　leamers　and　across　contexts　and
time，　and　thus　the　construct　remained　vague（Ortega、2009b，　p．175）．　The　socio－
educational　model．　wllich　started　as　an　essemially　social　theory　of　motivation，
ended　up　being　hamstrung　by　its　own　cogllitivist　and　reductionisけesearch
nlethodology．
　　　　Another　dead　end　fol’socio－educational　theory　came　with　the　question　of
who　the　‘’owner”　of　the　learner’s　L2　is．　Willl　the　rise　of　globalization　and　World
Englishes，　the　answer　has　become　increasingly　comphcated，　In　FL　contexts，
therefore．　the　llotion　of　a　simple皿idirectional　impulse　toward　integration
seems　untenable．　Leaniers　iIl　Ihese　environments　seem　1110re　driven　by　a　need
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to　deve［op　aわ「（・～1～tl．tl・a～～‘∫ei～tぬ・（Coetzee－Van　Rooy，2006）．　in　which　one　facet
of　their　identity　is　rooted　iii　the　local　cしilture　and　another　directed　toward
commullities　they　perceive　to　be　part　of　an　international　mainstream，　Sucll
multidimensional　aspects　of　identi〔y　play　at董east　as　importallt　a　role　in　FL
written　communicatio孔where　leamer　conceptions　of　audience　and　communit＞，
are　inherently　more　opaque．
42　ルlitltidi’nensiona”tv
　　　　A｛rention　to　the　i71U～ti‘」～me〃siOl・～α～～∩・of　the　lealller　is　clearly　part　of　the
recent　socialωm　in　SLA　mentioned　earlier、　as　it　acknowledges　the　complexities
of　individual　leaine｜’s‘motivations　in　particular　social　contexts．　motivations
that　are　not　rooted　in　static　antecedents　or　orientations、　but　are　emerging．
dynamic、　and　sometimes　contlladictory（D6myei＆Ushioda、20川．　However、
multidimensionality　is　also　reflected　in　a　broader　movemen〔in　SLA　that　seeks　to
reconcile　cognitive　and　social　paradigms．　traditionally　thought　to　be　antitheticaL
　　　　A‘∫yノ～‘～mi（’ssstems〃lt・oノ・〕・（DST）approach　to　SLA、　for　example，
en．lphasizes　tlle　unpredictable　and　nonlinear　nature　of　language　learning，
regardin9　L’real－1ife　messy　facts　［notj　as　“noise’but　as　part　of　the　‘sound’you
get　in　real　life”（De　Bot．　Lowie、＆Verspoor、2007，　p．7）．　Working　from　a
sinlilar　c／ictos／（．・oηψ／e．Y∫ry　theoi－〉・（C／CT）pel’spective、　Larse11－Freeman（2002）
explains　how，　unlike　traditional　9．　cienti　fi．c　apProaclles　that　exanlhle　components
in　isolation（e．g．　integrativeness．）．　C／CT‘‘considers　the　synthesis　of　emergent
wholes　from　studying　the　iiltC）1・σ（・tiθ’～∫of　the　indlvidual　components”（p、
38）．Lemke（．2002），　writing　on　the　interactions　between　individuals　and
communities　across　multiple　tiniescales，　calls　these　dynamics’‘ecosocial”　in　that
‘‘
モ盾高高浮獅奄狽奄?刀D　like　other　ecosystems．　are　r）ot　defined　by　what　their　participants
have　in　commol1．　but　by　how　their　interdependence　on　one　another　articulates
across　differences”（p．74）．　These　views　llighhght　the　contrast　between　the
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prevbus　socio－educational　emphasis　on　l　tatic　and　unidirectioniil　integrativene∬
in　leamer　motivation－which　has　long　hindered　FL　motivation　s｛udies－and
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　」
current　socio－dynanハic　perspectives　which　llave　informed　currellt　motivation
research．
4．3　Socio－d．vnamic　views　of」L2’ηo’ゴvation
　　　　The　genesis　of∫〃c～o－∂yノ’‘〃1～～仁view’s　of　motivation　lies　in　personality
tra▲t　psychology　and　motivational　psychology、　the　latter　of　wllich　produced
goal　theories　and　self－deterniination　theory（for　all　overview　see　D6rnyei．
2009；D6rllyei＆Ushioda，201D．　Research　in　these　fields　came　fo　look　at　how
perSOnality　tranSlateS　iiltO　behaViOr、　i．e．　the‘～θ1／1，g　Side　Ot’　personalit）r、　What
this　has　recently　nleallt　for　L2　motivation　research　is　a　shift　away　from　static
self－representations（agail1．　such　as　target　culture　idelltificatiom　alld　toward
cnttopoiesis（．i．e．　L’se・lf－creation）－amore　active　and　dynanコic　self－systen1．　in
which　self－regulation　mediates　alld　controls　leamer　behavior　across　space　and
time．
　　　　III　l　986，　Marcus　and　Nurius　conceptuallzed　a　highly　novel，　powerful、　and
influential　theory　to　explain　how　individuals　carry　oし1t　this　regulation　between
self　and　action，　Their　theory　centers　around　the　concept　of‘’possible　selveべ，
which　I’epresent　the　leallleピs　visioll　of　the　self　in　a　future　state　alld　which　drive
the　learner　toward　that　possible　future．　Specifically、　tllese　possible　selves　act
as‘’future　self　guides”，　as　leamers　imagine　what　theyノη～g加beconle、　what　they
M・Oll／d／ike　to　become．　and　what　they　are　c4）’ご）1〈7ρ∫becoming．　Marcus　and　Nul’ius
also　illclu（le　in　their　theory　the　Ilegative　regulatillg　force　of…ought　selves”（P．
958）．which　are　internal　representations　of　sociαal　expectations．　The　two　most
innovative　aspects　of　this　model　are　D　the　fbcus　on　a　future－oriented　conceprion
of　motjvation（as　opposed　to　a　curl”ellt　or　past　state）that¢all　accoum　fbr　how
learners　progress　toward　goals．　and　2）all　emphasis　on　tlle　imPOI・tance　of
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1〃∫（～、ψ1（π1θ〃and　．fとri～ω、yV　in　nlotivation．　For　Marcus　and　Nurius、　possible　selves
are　lnade　up　of　tangible　inlages　alld　senses；the　t’utUl’e　｛hus　becomes　a　reality
由at　can　be　visceral［y　felt．　Segal（2006）notes　how　Marcus　alld　Nurius　add
psychoallalytic　theolAy　to　social　psychology　by　balancin9’」the　social　cogn打ive
act　of　future　planning　with　the　equally　hunian　act　of　gellerating　fantasy”；or　put
anothei’way，もLfuture　selves　are　falltasy　tenlpered　by　expectation（or　expectations
｝eavened　by　fanrasy｝”（P．82）．　Because　of　the　impol’tallce　placed　on　the　future
and　imagination．　this　view　of　motivation　is　adaptable　to　a　much　wider　rallge　of
Ieaniers　alld　contexts　than　eariier　socio－educational　modeis、
　　　　This　reorientation　iTl　L2　motivation　research　has　sparked　a　number
of　noteworthy　studies　buih　around　the　idea　of　inlagination．　Norton（2001）．
for　example，　examines　two　ESL　learners　ill　Canada、　linking　their　changing
expectations，　ident▲ties，　and　social　investments　to　the　inl‘19〃～ed　c’onlnn〃lities　they
see　themseives　hl　participation／nol1－participation　with．　On　a　more　global　scale．
Pavlenko　alld　Nortol1（2007）discuss由is　membership　ill　imagined　communities
vis－2a－vis　English　as　all　international　language、　particuiariy　in　terms　of　five
possible　facets　of　learner　identity：postcolonial，910bal，　ethnic．　multihngual，and
gendered．　Pavlenko　alld　Nol’ton　implicate　L2　writing　as　paiticularly　empowering
ill　resistallce　to　the　restrictive（and　thereby　demotivatin9）ideologies　of
monolingualism　cllld　monoculturallsm，　as　wl“itillg　offers‘’unlquely　safe　spaces
in　which　new　identities　can　be　invented’「（p．678｝．　It　is　importalluo　remenlber，
however、　that　sucll　identicies　are　prone　to　flux　and　that　affective　factors　such
a》motivation　are　o．f｛eell‘‘　g．　ocial｜y　constructed　ln　inequitable　relations　of　power，
changing　over　time　and　space．　and　posslbly　coexisthlg　in　contradictory　ways　in
aSingle　individual’叫（NOrton，2000，　p．5）、　ThiS　iS　bO田1d　tO　be　aS　trUe　in　Japan　aS
it　is　in　Canada，
　　　　Applying〔he　role　of　inlagillatioll　to　Japanese　EFL　seltings、　Yashima
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（2009｝and　Yashima　and　ZeIluk－Nishide（2008）demonstrate　how　high　school
s（udents＾ 垂≠窒狽奄モ奄垂≠狽奄盾撃戟@in　imagined　hlternational　commul抽ie∬uch　as　a　Model
United　Nati〔ms（MUN）helps　them　to　bridge　theircurrent　idemines　with
ideal　future　identities　alld　thereby　to　develop　a　Illotivatillg　and　sustaillin9
”inteniational　p（）sturビ．　This　concept　exemphfies　how　she　problematic　collstruct
of－integrativene∬“’call　find　111eaningfしll　translatioll　in　FL　contexts　such　a～
Japan．　As　Ryan（2009）concludes　from　his　study　of　Japanese　secolldary　and
tertiary　learners，”the　idea　of［a　target」L2　community　tied　to　loca庄め11　and
nationality．．．is　not　as　powerful　a　motivating　factor　as　a　vaguely－defilled
Englig．　h－speakillg　community　which　allows　the　young　Japallese　learner　the
possibility　of　nlenlbership　and　participation　in　the　events　of　thal　community’
（．
垂吹D137－138）．　Indeed．　for　many　Japanese　learners　who　are　inα11cated　with
the　Ilotion　that　language．　ethnicity，　and　nationality　are　inseparable．　a　freer
definition　of㌔’target　language　communitジ．　one　that　draws　on　imagination，　may
create　a　more　inviting　landscape　for　active　engagement．　I　will　tum　to　the　issue
of　community　and　participatioll（and　their　importance　in　FL　writing）ill　more
detai川ater．　but　for　now　I　melltion山ese　concepts　only　in　their　relation　to　how
the　idea　of　cultural　integrativeness　has　beell　transformed　under　socio－dynamic
views　of　motivation　and　how　the　role　of　imagillation　has　been　central　to　that
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　」
transformation．
　　　　The　current　model　of　L2　motivation　that　is　most　representat▲ve　of　thjs
socio－dynamic　direction．　and　one　that　owes　much　to　the　ill　Lspil“atioll　of　Marcus
and　Nurius，　is　Zoltan　D6rnyei’s　Motil・atiρtial　L2　seウ1∫｝・sten’1（2005）．　D6myei
sees　this　nlodel　as　a　progression　frorn　Gardner’s　socio－educational　model，　and
not　as　a　repudiation　of　it　The　model　collsists　of　three　components．　Tlle　fn・st，
the～cle‘71　L2　se～f／／represellts　what　the　leainer　desires　alld　inlagines　is　possible．
Therefore，　it　may　include　traditionaいntegrative　subg．　trates　one　may　filコd　ill
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immlgram　Populations，　though　ellveloped　ill　a’‘possible　selves”illlagillatiolL　Or
▲nnay　noしin　the　case　of　mally　FL　learners，　DOrnyei　argue》that　the　ideal　L2　self
is　a　powerful　motivator　because　it　draws　out　the　leameガs　desire　to　reduce　the
discrepancy　between　Ihe　actual　self　and　the　ideal　self，　the　self　that　extends　illto
the　future．　The　second，　and　complemelltary．　componellt　of　D6myeゴs　model　is
theθll，9／～t－tθZ2．se（fl　which　ls　Inore　extriDsic　and　often　involves　the　avoidance　of
negative　outCOII〕es　or　social　pressures．　Finally，　D6rllyei　includes　the　L2～～‘∫〃7～〃g
e．口？ei’ie〃c‘’，　that　which　billds　intennal　constructs　with　the　p1’esenじThe　inclusion
of　this　compollellt　is　illlpol“tallt　llot　only　because　it　takes　illto　account　the　ever－
changing　dyIlamics　of　Inotivation　in　language　learning，　but　also　because
D6myei　has　recognized　the　Ileed　to　account　for　L2　motivation　in　a　wide　range
of　contexts、　particularly　FL　ones．　D6rnyei＆Ushioda（2011）claim　several
qualltitative　studies　ill　various　FL　ellviro㎜1ents　having　provided　fimwahdation
of　the　motivational　L2　self　system　and　tllereby　encouragement　for　a　focus　on
learners　as　real　and　unique　people　in　ever　shifting　contexts．
　　　　An　excelleIlt　synthesis　of　SLA、　educational　psychology．　and　social　theory，
Ema　Ushioda’s（2009）peノ’∫‘フ〃一～〃一ωノltcL｝’t”e～cltiρll（l／i’iew　qt’〃～o／ハ・at～o〃p1’ovides
an　omological　counterbalance　to　the　positlvist　establishmenhn　SLA　and　L2
motivation　studies．　Hers　is　a’‘teleological”view　of　motivation．　a　shift　away
fronl　Iinear　cause　and　effect　characterizations　of　what　make　an　ideal　or　typical
leanler．　She　promotes：
　　　　＿afocus　oll　real　persons、　rather　than　on　learners　as　theoretical
　　　　abstractions：afocus　oll　the　agellcy　of　the　individual　person　as　a　thinking、
　　　　feelillg　human　being、　with　an　idemity，　a　personality，　a　ullique　history　and
　　　　background．　a　persoll　with　goals，　motives　and　illtelltions；afocus　on　the
　　　　illteraction　between　the　self－reflective　intentional　agent．　and　the　fluid　and
　　　　complex　system　of　social　relations，　activities．　experiences　and　multiple
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　　　　111icro－and　n〕acro’colltexts　h．1　wh▲cl〕the　pe」ウsoll　is　embedded．　Inoves，　and
　　　　is　mherently　part　of．　My　argumem　is　that　we　need　to　take　a　relatioml
　　　　（rather　than　linear）view　of　these　multiple　colltextual　elennents、　and　view
　　　　Illotivatl’OII　as　al］orgallic　process　that　emerges　tllrough　the　conlplex　systenl
　　　　of▲11terrelatiolls．（P．220）
Ush▲oda　argues　that　traditional　dichotomies　belween　internal（the“’learner－
　　　　　　　　　L．’
as－computer”）alld　external（context　or　cuhure　as　a　’Lpre－existhlg．　stable、
independellt　background　variable’「 mP．218］）1eads　to　a　tendellcy　of　viewing
one　of　the　two　as　objectified　by　the　other．　Her　reject▲on　of山is　faUacy　thereby
meshes　neatly　with　the　DST　alld　C／CT　approaches　to　SLA　discussed　earher　in
this　paper、　ill　which　soc▲o－cultural　and　socio－historically　situated　proce∬es　are
mutually　constituti、’e　with　the　complexities　of　self．
　　　　Now　that　we　have　looked　at　evolvillg　conceptions　of　motivaUol1（1．e．
purpose｝in　FL　writillg，　we　should　now　consider　more　closely　llow　such
individual　purposes　are　facilitated　within　communities　of　practice．
5　Social　theories，　learnin9，　and　FL　writillg　contexts
　　　　Over　the　past　century　there　have　been　various　I皿ovements　ill　the　fields　of
Psychology・social　anth1’opology．　social　theory．　litel’ary　cl’iticisM、　education．
alld　linguistics　to　challenge　deterniinistic　an（l　structuralist　telldencies　toward
duaiism．　These　dichotomizing　tendencies．　still　extant．　have　shut　out　much　of
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＞
the”sound　of　real　life”by　working　to　locate，　isolate．　and　characterize　dominaiiI
dyads　or　constructs　within　wha白s　a　very　comp】ex　i煎erplay　between　individual
and　society．　cognition　and　social　struclurillg，　and　learner　and　educationt　l
environment．　I　previously　discしissed　dynamic　systems　theory（DST）as　a　starting
poillt　toward　reconciling　the　traditional　polar“y　between　the　cognit▲ve　and
social　strands　ill　SLA．　Hei崎e　I　wish　to　focus　on　dialecticaL　post－structuralist、　and
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dyllamic　social　theories　of　leaming．　These　social　theories　avoid　the　disjunction
dl　an　elther／or　apProach　to　language　leaining．　l　present　this　examination　as　parl
of　a　llecessary　framework　for　research：md　pedagogy　ill　FL　writing　motivatio1エ
Iwill　do　so　by　affirming　the　sigllificallce　of　community　vis－b－vis　its　role　in
the　t’（）llnatiol］of　idenrity．　cVIC／1’ice－、’eノ『sCI．：　pecit’ically　as　applied　to　FL　writing
contexls□n　which　is．　sues　of　identity　and　community－and　thereby　purpose．
MOtivatiOII．　and　agellcy－are　too　often　overlooked．
5．1　Socio－cul’ural　theory
　　　　The　earliest　apPlication　of　soc▲al　dynamics　to　ianguage、　psychology．　and
education　was　ill　Soviet－era∫ρ（・～o－C’tlttUi’α／〃～eo膓丁（SCT）．　most　widely　associated
with　the　literary　theorist　and　philosopher　of　language　Mikhail　Bakhtin　and　the
educatiollal　psychologist　Lev　Vygotsky、
　　　　One　of　Bakhtiiゴs　cemral　theories　expresses　both　the　process　of
communication　and　the　inherent　Ilature　of　language　itself　as”dialogic”．　That
is、　meanillg　is　constructed　both　extemally　and　intemally　as　a　dialogue　between
self　and　olher．　Baklコtin（198Dextends　this　dynamic　to　a　wide　range　of　language
use：’‘ vithin　the　arena　of　almost　every　utterance　an　intense　interaction　and
struggle　between　one’s　own　and　another’s　word　is　being　waged，　a　process　in
which　they　oppose　or　dialogically　interanimate　each　other”（p．354）．　Thus、
utterances　are　forged　and　addressed　with　an　anticipation　of　response．　Bakhtin’s
theory　proposes　that　this“double－voiced　discourse”is　fomlative　not　ollly　in　the
creation　of　lallguage　but　also　in　identity．　Morson（1986）argues　that　too　often
lallgua．ge　education　is　predicated　on　the　assumption　of　all　ideal　native　speaker、　a
universal　iinguistic　code、　and　a　predictable　set　of　social　contexts．　In　this　sense、
language　identity　is　based　oll　ownership　and　mastery．　Although　many　recent
SLA　theories　have　come　under　the　influence　of　a　social　tum，　the　learner－ag．　－
computer　metaphor　is　still　a　powerful　force　and　is　all　too　frequelltly，　as　Morson
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puts　iL”deaf　to　the　play　of　voices　and　insensitive　to　the　cacophony　of　values’「（P．
4）・We　humans，　then．　are　not　just　monollthic　users　oi”　our　own　lang．uage：rather．
‘’ 翌?e〃・〈」the　voices　that　inhabit　us’「（p．8）．V）e　are　not　entirely　ourselves．
　　　　As　a　literary　theolist．　Bakhtin　apPlies　th▲s　dialogic　principle　of　Ludouble－
voicedness’叫hl　language　and　identity　to　both　oral　and　written　discourse　alike，
Marchenkova（2008）poillts　ouuhat．　as　in　speaking、　the　g．　ubsta川．ive　goal　of
aBakhtin－inspired　approach　to　writing　is　LL由e　formation　of　a　persoバ（p、47）
and、　as　such，　it　forlns　an　integral　part　of　aトLlived　human　experiencピ（p，56）．
Writing　does　not　occur　in　a　vacuum、　Written　texts　and　meaning　are　fornied　in
response　to　the　ideas　of　other　people－and　in　expectatioll　of　a　response－and
are　therefore　pa1寸of　an　ongoing　and　forever　unfinished　dialogue．
　　　　Working　ill　child　psychology．　Vygotsky　echoed　this　dialogic　foundation．
Basing　his　research　on　Marパs　views　on　the　social　origin　of　human
consciousness、　Vygotsky“s　central　clainl　is　that　higher　forms　of　niental　activity
are　brought　about　through　social　interaction（Lantolf＆Thome，2006．）．　That
is，　children　Ieanハprimarily　by　doing　w’～tll　o〃lel“∫．　Vygotsky　also　attempts　to
reconcile　the　niillennia－old　dualism　of　mind／language　and　body／action　by
integrating　them　into　a　dialectical　unity　of　social　mediation．　This　approach　was
far　ahead　of　its　time（the　l　920s　alld　l　930s），　and　it　would　be　decades　before　SCT
exerted　influence　more　broadly　in　the　soclal　scimces，　including　aduh　SLA，
　　　　What　is　of　relevance　to　my　concentration　oll　FL　wl耐i加g　alld　motivation
is　Vygotskジs（1978）observation　that　cognitive　developmem　occurs　oll　two
psycho］ogical　planes：first　or〕the　inter－psychological　plane（．i．e．　as　social
interaction）and　later　on　the　～ntra－psychological　plane　（i，e，　withiii　the　mind
of　the　learner）．　Only　through　mediated　social　partic▲pation　do　individuals
move　toward“internalization’“，　where　concrete　artifacts（such　as　hammers．）
or　Symbolic　artifacts（sucll　as　language）change　fronl　being　nlere　objects　to
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　　　　　　　　　　　　；
collceptuahzed　categories　that　take　oll　me（liating　’functionality．　With　this　change
the　lealner　Elchieli・es　a　sense　of　re｜evance　alld　thei吟eby　agency　alld　self－regulation，
i．e．’‘the　capaci〔y　to　mediate　and　regulate　his　or　her　owll　acnvity　through
culωrally　ol’ganized　tneditational　meanべ（Laiitolf＆Thome，2006、　p、69）．Thus、
L‘ 奄煤@is　impossible　to　understand　the　function　of　a　harnn｝er　unless　we｛）allicipate
in　or　observe　the　activity　of　hammerin9；nor　call　we　understand　the　fしmctjon　of
language　through　an　analysis　of　its　structure’「（ibid．．　P．69）．　I　would　extend　this
prhlciple　to　FLしmiversity　writlng　as　we11．　Studenls　cannot　ful｜y　illtemalize　the
practice　of　writing　and　exercise　true　agency　simply　by　leami119　ahc）iit　writing；
they　must　recogllize　and　take　part　ill　writing　as　a　genuhle　ac重of　coTIIIIIullity
Inediated　behavior．
　　　　Weissber9（2008）cautions　against　overenthus▲astic　apPlicat▲ons　of　socio－
cultural　theory　to　L2　writing　because　Vygotsky’s　research　in　childrelゴs　Ll
Ianguage　Ieaining　primailly　focused　on　speech　deve［opmer）L　II】deed、　Vygotsky
（1987）saw　Ll　writing　developme川in　children　as　not　only　communication
with　an°‘imaginary　or　conceptualized　interlocutor｝、　it　is　also’＞a　converg．　at　i　on
with　a　white　sheet　of　papeピ’（p．202）．　As　wriUng’‘presupposes　the　existence
of　imler　speech’“、　it　is　metaphorically”the　algebra　of　speech’パ（ibid．，　P．204）．　It
is　tlle　maximal　explication　of　imler（speech）thought　di｜’ected　at　an　imaglned
audience．　Weissberg（2008）suggests　that　it　is　a　Inistake　to　assunle　L2　writers
have　sufficiently　internalized　the　target　Ianguage　to　the　extent　that　they　are
able　to　silnply’Lbootstrap’”themselves　from　the　modality　of　speaking　ro　that
of　writing．　For　these　reasons．　he　is　suspicious　of　talk－write　activities　such　as
co］laborative　wri由1g、　peer　editing　groups、　and　conferencing．　Nonetheless、
Weissberg　does　suppol寸a”weaker”version　of　SCT　in　L2　writing、　olle’‘focusing
not　oll　speech　but　oll　dialogue”（p．42｝．This　is　a　view　tllat　validates　wr｛ting　itself
as　a　community－based　moda］iry　of　communication．　a　vlew　I　believe　Japanese
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university｜allguage　instructors　and　students　shou】d　be　encouraged　to　adopt　as
the　motivational　core　of　wr▲thlg　as　a　practice．
5．2　Situated’eal’η輌ηg”leOtッ．’co’η’Ml〃ities　ofpractice　andゴdenti吻v
　　　　The　socjo－cuhural　vlews　outlined　i；1　the　previous　sectioll　describe　the
social　process　whereby　leamers　fom］ulafe　knowledge　and　acquire　competencies
（e．9．in　another　language）．　In　ternls　of　the　outconles　of　these　processes　of
socialization．　the　focuses　are　largely　internal　to　the　leamel1：for　Bakhtin　the
development　of　voice　and　expre∬ion．　and　for　Vygotsky｛he‘」development　of
higher　psychological　pl’ocesg．　es“（1978｝．　More　recenuheories　have　coupled
the　lallguage　leamhコ9　Process（and　language　socialjzation）with　socio－cultural
〃w．1．S．fbl・ノ．Tl‘πiOl？．　Thaいs、　agent（leamer）．　activity．　and　communities　are　mutually
constltutlve．
　　　　Lave　and　Wenger（1991）popularized　the　tem1‘“comlllLIIIities　of　practice’＾、
using　it　as　a　central　concept　in　their　groulldbreaking　and　influential　theory
of　situated　leaming．　Their　view　is　a　departure　from　conventional　accounts　of
leaming　that　dichotomize　lnside　and　outside，　and　that　reduce　the　iearner　to　a
me｜’e　receptacle　for　kl、owledge　and　skdls　that　are　p三’eex’is　ting　and　static．　Taking
their　cue　fl・OM　Giddens　d979）im℃jectillg　such‘Lstructural　determinatioバ，　Lave
and　Wenger　maintain　that］earning　is　not　a　unidirectional．　ulliversal　process
with　a　predictab［e　ou｛come．　Rather，　leaming　constitutes　everyday／）’・clCti（ぞ∫
that　are　sititated　within　communities、　and　as　such　it．　illvo［ves’白the　production．
transformatiol1、　and　change　in　the　idelltities　of　persons．　knowledgeable　skill
in　practice，　and　communities　of　practicピ（Lave＆Wenger、1991、p．47）．
Such　participation　by　individuals　within　conmlunities‘℃an　be　neither　fully
internalized　as　knowledge　structures”（i．e、　cognitive　processe，St．　L’nor　fully
exteI’nalized　as　instrunlental　artifacts　or　overarching　achvitv　struc【u「es’「
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　一　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ン
（i．e．　social　inf▲uellces）（P．51）．　In　this　way．　activities、　tasks．　functions．　and
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understandings　take　oll　meallillg　as　nego｛iated　within　systems　of　interpersonal
relations，　And　because　social　pracdce　illvo［ves　people　and　the　way　they
accomnlodate　each　other　alld　change　from　context　to　context，　learning
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　L．　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　一
necessarily　involves　the　formation　of　identities．　As　Lave　and　Wenger　put　it、
“－ 撃?≠奄高奄獅〟@and　a　sense　of　ident責y　are　illsel）arable：they　are　aspects　of　the　sarne
phenomenoiゴ‘ iP．川5）．
　　　　Expanding　oいis　earlier　work　with　Lave、　Wenger（1998）outhIles　the
pivotal　role　of　identity　ill　the　creation　and　transmission　of　ideas　and　skills．
Identity．　he　says．　is　”the　vehicle　that　catl可ies　our　experiences　f1’onコcolltext　to
contexピ1（P．268）．　People　find　alld　create　meanillg　by　adapting　their　identities
within　ever　changing　communities　of　practice．　III　Wenger’s　social　theory　of
learning、　learlling　and　knowillg（experiencing　the　world　as　mealllngful）take
place　as　an　individuaFs　lifelong　and　everyday　practice　of　social　participation．
Therefore，　learning　and　knowing　integrate　the　components　of　colmnunity，
practice、111ealling，　and　identity（see　F｛gure　l）．　The　elegance　and　sophistication
of　Wengeピs　theory　lies　in　the　way　these　eleIllents　are　deeply　interconnected
Figure　1．’Co〃tponen’∫｛ゾαsocial　r力θoτy｛ゾ’ea〃1輌ηg（We〃gel～1998，　p．5）
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and　mutually　constitutive，　In　fact、　as　Wenger　po加s　out．　one　could　move　any
of　the　peripheral　compollellts　to　the　central　focus　and　the　ensuing　theory　wou｝d
still　Iuake　sense（ibid．，　P．5）．　For　example．　a　theo正’y　of　ide〃～～／｝’would　involve
community、　practice，　mealling．　and　learning．　Theories　of　community，　practice．
and　meaning　could　Iikewise　be　formed　through　theii’co－collstitutive　elenlents，
　　　　It　would　be　wrong　to　limit　Lave　and　Wengeピs　theories　of　situated　leaming
to　immediate　or　isolated　communities　of　practice．　Knowledge　and　skills　often
find　a　way　to　trallsfe1’beyond　the　confines　of　a　particular　community　ol・practice、
and　as　teachers　we　generaUy　hope　that　they　do．　As　was　pointed　out　previously．
individuals　calTy　theh℃xperlences　f1’om　one　context　to　another、　and　the　malmer
in　which　this　happens　is　a　central　issue　in　any　theory　of　education．　Wenger（1998）
explains　the　process　by　placnlg　it　as　a　dynamic　illterplay　between　idemity　and
comnlunity、　In　his　view、　an　individual’s　movement　from　one　commumty　or
practice　to　allother　involves　three　distinct　modes　Of　be～oll9～ノ79：engagement．
imagination，　and　alignment（see　Figure　2．）．　E〃gagen？eノ．？t　entails　the　active
negotiation　of　meaning　within　g．　pecific　communities　of　practice．　More　intemally、
～nηa8’～ノlcltiθ21　allows　the　palticipant　to　extrapolate　fl’oM　personal　experience．　to
create　images　of　themselves、　the　world，　and　future　possibilit▲es（cf．　Markus＆
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Nurius、1986｝、　and　lo　see　connections庄1∬ough　time　and　space．　Finally、‘’〃g〃tlle〃t
is　necessary　to　coordinate　eftorts　and　actions　to　fit　withhl　tlle　expectations　of
broader　s．　tructuコ’es、　discourses．　and　enterprises．
　　　　Wenger’s　d998）exploration　of　modes　of　be王ongiIIg　echo　similar　concems
ralsed　in　the　socio－dynamic　views　of　motivation　discu∬ed　earlier（e．g．　D6rnyei，
2005；Ushioda、2009）．　Both　situated　leanling　theory　and　cun’ent　L2　mOtiVatiOll
lheories　e111phasセe　the　important　role　of　identity　and　inlagination　in　shaping
meanillg　by　way　of　conlnlunity　participation、　ill　both　immediate　alld　future
contexts．　These　two　theories　also　have　great　iniplications　for　FL　writillg
motivation．　as　they　empower　the　FL　writer　with　greatel’agency　within　a　leaining
environment　that　often　seems（on　the　face　of　it）starved　of　meanillg　aIld　purpose．
6Pedagogical　implications　for　FL　writing
　　　　The　previous　section　has　outlined　two　mallifestatiolls　of　the　social　tum　ill
SLA：olle　in　cun◆ent　theories　of　L2　motivation　and　the　other　in　situated　learning
theory．　I　now　tum　to　applying　this　theoretical　framework　to　real　practice　ill　FL
writing　pedagogy．
　　　　We　have　seen　how　the　notions　of　an　identifiable，　stable　target　language
community　and　integrative　motivation　are　problen〕aric　in　FL　settings　such　as
Japan．　and　how　motivatioll　has　largely　been　igllored　ill　FL　whtillg　instruction．
For　these　reagL　ons，　I　believe　it　is　cruclal　for　writing　illstructors　in　Japan　to　more
carefully　collsider　the　nature　of　Iearner　motivatlon　in　FL　writillg、　especially
ill　regard　to　the　dyllamics　of　idemity、　community，　and　the　construction　of
mealling．　Needs、　preferences．　curricu】um　requiremellts．　and　other　logistical
concems　do　indeed　diffα’h・om　situatjon　to　situation，　so　the　followhg　general
recommendations　can　be　adapted　to　fit　a　wide　range　of　teaching　styles　alld
enVlroimlents．
Mo〔ivatioll　alld　col】lmullities　ofpractice　in　foreign　langu（1gc　wri〔ing　colltexts 6］
6．1　Writiii9α∫co〃’”l　ll　il　ity　para’cilフατ↓oηα〃∂e’npower’η｛～’〃
　　　　Flrst．　wl’lting　slコould　be　recognized　fulldamelltally　as　a　means　of
constructive　collllllulコicatioll　withiIl　communities　of　practice．　Regardless　of　the
degree　to　which　illsu’uctioll　elllphasizes　this．　such　a　recOLJIIitiOll　is　nonetlハeiess
sensible　as　a　basjs　for　syllabus　design．　Students　nlay　display　a　certain　amount
of　illtrinsic　MOtiva　tiOII　toward　completillg　writhlg　Iasks　or　leammg　how　to
conslruct　a　basic　acaden］ic　essay．　but　I　strongly　suspect　that　Inotivation　burns
bl’ighter　and　longer　when　sωdents　come　to　1’ealize　thauheir　own　wl’itillg　a】lows
them　access　to　social　participatlol1，　even　ill　a　lallguage　they　feehs　not　their　owll
（as　is　often　the　case　i1〕Japan）．　This　communicaUve　participation．　in　writil19こ1s
in　speaking，　has　more　than　just　the　intrinsic　value　of　task　comPletion　or　skM
a．cqulsition：i口eads　to　the　broader　development　of　a　person（Marchellkova、
2008），one　who　sellses　value　in　his乃］er　contribution　to　socia】discourse、
　　　　Repeated　and　meallingful　written　iIlteraction　hlevitably　Ieads　to　a　higher
sense　ot’　empowerment．　a　confidence　that　one’s　own　voice　is　a　contributing　part
of　a　wider　world　of　ideas　and　change．　that　one’s　own　wl了tten　words　call　have　an
inコpact　oll　otllers．　Although　the　traditionally、・ert▲cal　power　structures　ln』apanese
universities　（e．9．　expert　over　novice，　teacher　over　student、　senior　over　junior）
seem　to　pose　a　considerable　challenge　to　social　and　political　enlpowelTnent　of
individuals，　Casallave（2004）nonetheless　sees　this　empowenment　as　a　nece∬ary
ingredient　in　writing　Pedagogy：
　　　　．．．writing　as　a　complex　social　and　pohtical　practice　necessari）y　links
　　　　imprQvement　ill　students’imProvemenr　to　llow　smdents　understand，　and
　　　　are　able　to　locate　thenlselves　withil1．　the　soci．al　and　politlcal　contexts　of
　　　　their　writing　With　such　underg．　tanding　presumably　comes　greater　colltrol
　　　　of　writers「own　decisions　about　how　to　interact　with　and　respond　to　the
　　　　instruction　they　receive．　With　greater　control　comes　greater　agency　and　an
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　　　　ability　to　particil）ate　in、　alld　possibly　resist，　the　literacy　practices　of　their
　　　　acadeinicこmd　w（）rkplace　conlrnunities．（p、861
hl　lhis　view，　co［ISCiOUS　and　conf］（1ent　engagement　ill　social　discourse　leads　to
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　一　　　レ
gl’eater　colltrol　and　agency．　Plagial“ism、　by　the　same　reasoning、　is　one　expressioll
of　disempowemenL　WI’iters“who　resoil　fo　the　appi’opriation　ot’　“’hat　othert　have
exerted　effort　hl　Producillg　have　l“tle　res｛）ect　for　writUlg　as　a　discourse、　and
little　collfidellce　in　the　power　ot’their　own　autho「shiP・
　　　　One　ot’the　goalsof　writing　instructors　should　be　to　counter　the　ullcollscious
（but　pervasive｝assしlmption　that　written　communication　is　at　w「orst　impotellt　and
at　best　an　interpreter　or　editor　of　speech．　Nowhere　is　this　assumption　stronger
than　in　FL　contexts　where　legitimate　audiences　and　active　commullities　in　tlle
target　language　are　more　vaguely　defined．　A　wide　range　of　actions　to　ennoble
writers　toward　a　greater　sellse　of　agency　is　available，　as　part　of　syllabuses　that
take　a　dialogic　approach　to　the　creation　of　meal血g　within　communities．　Such
design　innovations　would　ideal▲y　expose　sωdellts　to　a　variety　of　communities，
both　llear　alld　far．　Examples　range　f沁m　peer　response　writing　within　a　class，　an
imagined　model　United　Nations（Yashima．　2009；Yashima＆Zenuk－Nishide．
2008）、student－prodtlced　nlagazilles　or　academic　joumals　within　a　university
department、　inter－Lmiiv’ersity　debates　and　exchanges、　blogs　that　attract　all
international　audience、　or　documentaries　written　and　produced　by　students　and
posted　ollliile．　These　aαiv揃es　are　based　on　the　conviction　that　when　studeilts
realize　their　written　work　is　part　of　a　nコeaningful　and　consequential　dialogue、
they　will　rise　to　the　occasioll　and　produce　texts　that　are　of　lligher　quality、　and
ultimately　of　longer　lasting　nlotivahona】value．
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　　　　In　the　same　dialogic　framework．　FL　writing　pedagogy　can　also　benefit
from　a　more　concerted　focus　on　leamer－driven　con　g．　truction　and　negoti飢ion　of
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meallh9．　Fomハis　indisputably　a　necessary　comPonent　iil　wr面ng　instruction．
but註enlerges　more　naturally（as　it　does　ill　any　aspect　of　life）within　a　meanin9－
focused　frame．　Van　Lier（2002）describes　a　socio－cogl1川ve　sttlllce　that
”language　is　Ilot　just　a　seqllellce　of　sentences　put　together　ill　a　coherent　and
cohesive　discourse’「．　but　rather　is白らbrought　foilh　a．nd　can’jed　along　by　a　complex
Process　involving　PhysicaL　cognitive．　and　social　ac〔ions．　Lallguage　is　one
strand　woven　illto　this　web　of　nleanillg　makillg”（p．147）．　This　Bakhtian　view
employs　language　fom　iii　the　service　of　the　greater　goal　of　mealling　fomlation．
Therefore、　rather　than　presenting　structures，　models，　and　gellres　as　molds　into
which　colltent　call　be　poured，　writillg　teachers　can　utihze　a　d孟alogic　apProach　Io
introduce　students　to　such　sk川s　as　su㎜1arizhコg，　paraplrrasing，　reviewing　texts、
argumentation，　critical　thinking，　and　critical　wilting（Marchenkova，2008）．　In
all　of　these　examPles、　meaning　through　conlnlunity　（dialogic）participation
precedes　focus　on　fo㎜．
　　　　Afocus　on　meaning　in　FL　w1・itillg　also　requires　consideration　of　the
role　and　quahty　of　colltent．　In　promotil〕g　content　as　a　key　element　in　syllabus
design，　Eskey（1997）observes【hat　in　rea口ife　people　do　not　hlitiate　discourses
based　oll　the　structures　they　wish　to　reproduce，　but　on　the　subjects　they　are
interested　in　and　want　to　know　more　about．　Seen　from　the　perspective　of　learne1’
motivation，　this　has　vital　importance．　As　Casanave　and　Sosa　put　it，“People
who　are　bored　do　not　learn’「（2008，　P．90）．　Tllese　researcllers　advocate　an
apProach　that　assumes　that‘‘challenge，　complexjty、　and　depth（so　often　abse1“
in　L2　classrooms）can　promote　motivation，　crit｛cal　thinking、　engagement、　alld
language　developmenピ’（P．88）．　In　this　case．　the　focus　shifts　fron1／e‘η’〃加g　to
IVI’～rρい”“～tin，g　to　lea］“t～．
　　　　Awriting－to－1eam　app1’oach　suggests　the　possibihty　of　redirecting　writillg
pedagogy　toward　1～t〈ワ’〔7t’），〃’α～ノlii7g．　which　in　a　very　broad　sense　means　exposing
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students　to　a　wider　w’orld　of　ideas　alld　methods　of　cQnlmullication，　It　may
also　imply（t（・・）ノ～te」・lt一わ（’isecl　ilosti’il（・t～（〃～（see　Eskey．1997）as　all　alternative　to
skills－based　approaclles．　However．　teachers　need　not　follow　strict　literacy－or
content－based　curricu正ums　ill　order　to　stimulate　the　exchange　of　ideas　in　the
writmg　classroom、　but　both　approaches　are　excitillg　options．　Aぽhe　very　least，
FL　writing　classrooms　call　benefit　from　apProaching　contellt　as’‘not　merely
somethillg　to　practice　language　with「＾（ibid．、P．136｝．　but　as　something　to　explore
with　lallguage．　Content　thell　provides　a　nlotiva加g　locus　around　which　discourse
and　learning　can　converge、
6．3　Wケitin9α∫atransportable／kecet｛りe　ide’鉱ゴ砂
　　　　Fina］ly．　FL　writing　illstruction　lleeds　to　take　into　account　how　leamers’
experiences　in　the　classroom　wi［1　be　carried　illto　the　wider　world．　The　chal［enge
is　in　balancing　the　seemingly　antithetical　goals　of　maintaining　the　relevallce
of　contextual　specificity　on　the　one　hand．　and　promoting　910bal　apPlication　of
knowledge　and　skills　on　tlle　other－or　as　Wenger（1998）asks、「’How　can　we
broadell　the　scope　of　coverage　without　losing　the　depth　of　local　engagenlent？「「
（p．269）．Much　of　the　research　into　L2　writing　skills　transfer　indicates　that
adapthlg　preViOUSly　learned　SkillS　tO　IIeW　dOmainS　iS　prOblematiC，　eSpeCially
in　fl7i・〃・‘〃1批ノ・cases　where　the　new　context　is　significantly　different　in　temls
of　expectation　and　task　type（James．2009；2010）．　Therefore．　generalized
skills（such　as　the　nlythica「’topic　sentence「’）acquiredしmder　gelleral－writing－
sk川s－instruction（GWSI）or　English－for－generaLacademic－purposes（EGAP）
approaches　may　not　can’y　over　well　into　uncharted　contexts，　This　is　where　both
SLA　cognitivisn．｜and　process　models　of　L2　writing　fall　short，　and　calls　into
question　the　collmlo11［y－held　a∬umption　that　leaming　occul可s　maillly　through
conscious　abstraction　and　rule－making」f　leamers　truly‘1（・4↓‘i”e　language　skills
though　a　systematic　process　of　abstracting　and　decontextualizing　input．　tllen
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these　skills　should　reconstitute　Inore　easily　than　they　seenl　to．
　　　　However、　two　factors　that　do　seenl　to　positively　contribute　to　fa｜’trallsfer
are　attitude　alld　motivation（James、2009：2010）－i．e．　leamerゴpossible　future
selves．　This　finding，　if　true．　provides　supporl　t’or　many　of　the　socio－dynamic
theories　discussed　in　this　paper－those　thal　pos“leaming　as　the　lifebng　and
multi－situated　formatioll　of　identity（as　oPposed　to　the　acq’　uisition，　througll
cognition．　of　commodified　knowledge　and　sk川s　sets）－as　we］l　as　the　integral
role　of　motivation　and　inlagination　il］出e　practice　of　leamillg．　Lemke（2002｝
bemoans　a　parochial　nradition　ill　education　that　is”narrowly　focused　on
inforniational　content　wllich　is　more　odess　unique　to　school　experiencピ
ins忙ad　of　tak▲ng　advantage　of　oPPortしm“ies　to’やursue　longer－terni　agendas　of
building　identity　repertories　and　resources”（pp、76－77）．Toward　this　pul－suit，　it　is
ill　FL　writing　students　’　best　interests　to　expel◆iellce　writing　hl　English　not　merely
as　a　set　of　skills　to　be　leanied　and　then　apPIied　at　a　later　date．　but　as　a　practice
that　they　can　engage　imlow　and　for　the　rest　of　thei1’lives．　Whell　students
discover　the　potential　oれheir　own　agency　as　writers．　the　experience　becomes　a
rnore　integral　part　of　their　owll　identity－amotivated　idelltity　that　call　transport
underg．　tanding　and　skills　beyolld　the　limits　of　cl　as　g．　ro　onl　practice，
7Research　implications
　　　　This　paper　has　discussed，　via　a　theoretical　framework．　socio－dynalnic
aspects　of　motivation　ill　FL　writing　contexts　and　the　pedagogical　implications
of　tllat　framework．　Beyond　the　classroom．〔here　is　a　also　a　pressing　need　for
longitudinal．　qua｜itatlve　studies　of　leanler　motivation　in　FL　wl・iting．　Cross－
sectional．　aggregate　cause－effect　studies　will　uhilnately　fail　to　account　foT
the　complex　alld　dynamjc　factors　that　constitute　all　hldividual「s　development
over　muitiple　timescales　and　contexts．　FL　writing　research　sllould　therefore
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concentrate　oll　the　qualities　of　motivation　in　the　learner　as　a　real　person、
taking　into　account　the　multiplicity　of　hopes．　self－images、　collllllitllle！1ts、　and
community　involvemems（amollg　other　con）ponents）that　foster　identity　and
learllill9．
　　　　　　」
　　　　FL　writing　research　should　also　illvestigate　the　dynamics　of　writing
comm皿ities　and　how　they　relate　to　the　Ieanier’s　sense　of　agellcy．　Such　studies
might，　for　examp［e．　consjder　the　differences　betweell　immediate　alld　imagined
comnlunities　of　pracrice　hl　their　connection　to　motivation．　Furthermore，　if
community　involvement　and　agency　do　indeed　stimulate　motivation，　research
will　have　to　confirm　whether　the　texts　that　learners　produce　reflect　this
empowemnent・
　　　　Finally，　there　is　a　need　to　augment　existing　research　imo　writillg　skills
transfer，　most　of　which　has　focused　on　SL　settings．　Specifically，　researchers
should　explore　the　effectiveness　of　socio－dynamic　approaches（as　discussed
in　this　paper）in　bridgillg　immediate　context　witll　subsequellt　adaptations　of
writing　skills　in　llew　situations．　The　movenlent　away　from　monohthically
cognitivist　paradigms　hl　SLA　and　toward　more　relational　views　of　the　hldividual
and　comnlullity　suggests　that　one　of　tlle　central　questions　in　fumre　FL　writlng
research　will　be　the　extent　ro　which　a　meaning－fOcused．　collMIしmity－il1－practice
apProach　to　writing　aids　students　in　carrylllg　their　agency　and　effectiveness　as
authors　illto　new　contexts．　This　is　a　question　that　should　be　of　interest　to　all　FL
w百ting　instructors　who　are　concemed　about　the　relevance　of　writing　to　laηguage
curriculums　and　to　their　s田dents’futures．
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